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Introducing MASQUE Milano 
 
MASQUE Milano is a niche Italian perfumery brand, established in 
Milano in 2010 by the two co-founders Alessandro Brun and Riccardo 
Tedeschi. 

The brand stands out from the crowd of artistic and artisanal perfumery 
brands for the quality of the creations and the strength of the concept. 

 

 
Our bottles: signature of Italian Style. 

THE CONCEPT: MUSICAL OPERA. The brand is based on the Italian 
heritages of Art, Design and “Musical Opera”. The bottles are a piece 
of design, and fragrances are organised in Acts, like the Scenes in an 
Opera. Over the years, our fragrances were featured in several “best 
of” awards and nominations (please find attached an excerpt of the 

main recognitions), which helped a lot to increase the awareness and 
followers of our brand worldwide. 

 

NOSES AS ACTORS ON STAGE. One of the most peculiar aspects of the 
brand is to develop each single fragrance with a different perfumer, 
and to write the name of the nose on the bottle and pack. The 
declared goal is to collaborate with the most promising, relatively 
unknown young perfumers in the world – the brand is now recognised 
for having the ability of spotting rising stars. 

 

MADE IN ITALY. Glass bottle made with custom moulds by Bormioli in 
Parma, one of the historical Italian glass companies. Round boxes 
made by the undisputed experts in Hat Boxes for luxury brands, 
Cavalieri e Amoretti. Stoppers made in wood by an artisan near 
Milano. And of course bottle filling and packaging by hand are done in 
Milano. These companies are suppliers of the most coveted brands 
around the world, and the synergy created by having them working on 
the same bottle is so powerful, that anyone can realise how “different” 
MASQUE Milano products are. 

 

SELECTED DISTRIBUTION. MASQUE Milano is distributed through a 
carefully selected and extremely limited network of dealers in Europe, 
Middle East, Asia, USA. Perfumery stores in Europe and USA are mainly 
served directly by the Brand, while there are trusted distributors in such 
markets as GCC countries, Former Soviet Union, India, UK. 

 

CARE OF DETAILS. Product packaging is certainly a signature of Italian 
style; PoS material is also expressing the creators’ passion for art, and 
conveys a sense of Italian elegance and luxury. In particular the hand-
made leather trunk, manufactured by one historical artisan in Milano, 
used for in-store spotlights on the brand and window installations.  
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Artistic Creators DUO 
 
“MASQUE Milano is the true expression of what we are, of our lives and 
our passions. As we declared in our manifesto, we do what we love 
and we love what we do, nothing is forced. If we are not convinced 
about something, we simply don’t do it. Getting to know each other 
(almost by serendipity) was a great luck: we share so many passions 
and we are so similar… perfect rapport and mutual understanding are 
essential for an artistic directors duo. This is probably why artistic 
directors duos are so rare.”   

Alessandro Brun and Riccardo Tedeschi 

 

 
Alessandro Brun and Riccardo Tedeschi at Esxence exhibition in Milano.  

OUR MANIFESTO: 
BE PASSIONATE. Create something that would allow you to express all of your 
passions at once. And if there is something that you don't like, just don't do that. 
Do what you love. Love what you do. 

BE EARNEST. Do not pretend to have what you have not. Do not pretend to be 
what you are not. 

BE ETHICAL. Respect nature and scarce resources. Abide by your pledges, and 
don’t make promises you cannot honour. Always be a gentleman. 

BE PART OF IT. As an Artistic Director, focus on the selection of the right noses. 
Work with them, in order to find out the most appropriate raw materials. Ponder 
on the first accords, fundamental to "create the mood". Fine-tune the 
creations, discuss untold variations, until a masterpiece is created. 

BE CONSISTENT. Pick your own style and make sure that the whole fragrance 
line is an unwavering expression of this style. 

BE RECKLESSLY BRAVE. Do not be afraid to dare. Do not stay on the beaten 
track. Do not chase market's tastes. 

PAY ATTENTION TO DETAILS. Design and materials. Words and colours. Every 
minutest detail should declare how obsessed you are with the smell as well as 
the other senses. The new artistic perfumery does not share the conventional 
wisdom not to judge a book by the cover. Rather, it advocates that every true 
masterpiece be kept in an appropriate shrine. 

BE HUMBLE. Never criticize, accept different viewpoints: in diversity there is 
richness. Learn to see. When you are wrong, just plainly admit it. Learn from 
your mistakes. 

BE STUBBORN. Sometimes things are not going as expected. Don’t give up at 
the first failed attempt. If you really believe that your idea is the right one, go 
on. Sooner or later you will succeed. 

BE AMBITIOUS. With your fragrance line, aim at creating perfumed artworks. 
Resort to your creativity and artistic sense. Never copy. You can make the 
world a better place. 

TAKE YOUR TIME. The world doesn't need more perfumes. Rather, it needs better 
ones. Do not rush. Take your time.  
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The concept: the Opera of Life in Four Acts 
 

Musical Opera is quintessentially linked with the Italian heritage for 
expressive arts. 

Being grown-up in an “open air museum”, the two founders wanted to 
embed in their fragrance line their origins, rich of traditions of art and 
architecture, music and ballet. 

In every single scene of an opera, some of the actors alongside the 
leading character, as well as the element of the setting are changing. 
In the same way, in our lives we can change the “mask” (our look, 
lifestyle, friendships, the tone of our voice or the register of our 
discourse) yet we could never part from our innermost humanity. 

What makes a fragrance a masterpiece, but the power to evoke 
olfactory memories? A fragrance line, then, really is a collection - rather 
than a bunch of fragrances under the same brand - when the different 
olfactory memories are linked by a common thread. 

 
“Like acts and scenes in an Opera.”

THE “OPERA” COLLECTION 

 

Act I is the act of the experiences. It does not tell fragrances belonging 
to people; rather, every fragrance in this Act represents a 
“smellscape”. Act II is the act of “inner monologues”, where fragrances 
are more intimate and spiritual creations. Act III is the act of 
Sentimental Relationships, where passionate and sensual notes are 
reigning supreme. The Opera concludes with Act IV, “dreams”, magic 
concoctions of human mind. 

 

Act I – The Experiences 

I.I – TERRALBA – by DELPHINE THIERRY 

I.II – MONTECRISTO – by DELPHINE THIERRY 

I.III – RUSSIAN TEA – by JULIEN RASQUINET 

I.IV – TIMES SQUARE – by BRUNO JOVANOVIC 

Act II – Interior Monologues 

II.I – LUCI ED OMBRE – by MEO FUSCIUNI 

II.II – MANDALA – by CHRISTIAN CARBONNEL 

II.III – (homage to) HEMINGWAY – by FANNY BAL 

II.IV – KINTSUGI – by VANINA MURACCIOLE 

Act III – Sentimental Relationships 

III.I – L’ATTESA – by LUCA MAFFEI 

III.II – ROMANZA – Victorian Narcissus – by CRISTIANO CANALI 

III.III – LOVE KILLS – by CAROLINE DUMUR 

III.IV – TANGO – by CÉCILE ZAROKIAN 

Act IV – Dreams  

IV.I – Coming soon (February 2021) 

IV.II – RAY-FLECTION – by ALEX LEE  
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A new collection dedicated to women 
 

In 2020, for the 10th anniversary of the company, MASQUE is introducing 
a new collection dedicated to women. 

This new line opened with two fragrances having the same names of 
the brand’s first two EdPs, launched in 2010. Alessandro and Riccardo 
started from exactly the same briefs that inspired the creation of the 
two fragrances 10 years ago, contacted the two perfumers behind 
such masterpieces as Montecristo (Delphine Thierry) and Tango (Cécile 
Zarokian) and appointed them with the creation of the two new 
launches. Same names for the new fragrances, but a completely re-
constructed formulation. 

 
Frosted glass bottles and light gold hardware, for a new, sophisticated 

collection

”LE DONNE DI MASQUE” COLLECTION 

 

DOLCEACQUA, by Delphine Thierry, was inspired by the French riviera 
and the beautiful sun-drenched Promenade des Anglais in the city of 
Nice, masterfully captured by Alfred Hitchcock in the movie “to catch 
a thief”. When Grace Kelly, in front of a fireworks shows, says, “I have a 
feeling that tonight you are going to see one of the Riviera’s most 
fascinating sights,” we all realize that the simplicity of an elegant 
woman can be the most powerful seduction weapon.  

Imagine her, soft top down, taking you for a ride. As the road unwinds, 
the view of the gulf suddenly becomes amazing. Her colourful Hermes 
foulard sweeps with the breeze and you breathe deeply to catch the 
rich mixture of Cote d'Azur flavours, in their magic blend of floral and 
marine. This was perfectly rendered by Delphine in Dolceacqua, a rich 
floral bouquet softened by a coastal breeze accord and 
Mediterranean marjoram, and a flood of silky musks, resins, and woods, 
to swathe and pamper in a soft caress.  

 

PETRA, by Cécile Zarokian, is inspired by the mystical stone-city of 
Jordan, and a mysterious scene described in a 1976 song of Al Stewart, 
the Year of the Cat: "On a morning from a Bogart movie. In a country 
where they turned back time. You go strolling in the crowd like Peter 
Lorrie, contemplating a crime. She comes out from the crowd in a silk 
dress running like a watercolour in the rain. These days - she says - I feel 
my life just like a river running through the Year of the Cat. On a blue 
tiled wall by the market stall there's a hidden door she leads you to…"  

The opulent trail of Incense and Patchouli, as well as the luscious and 
succulent smell of the traditional sweets sold in the market stalls – the 
Luqaimat – inspired Cécile in the creation of a sensual, intriguing, and 
playful woman fragrance.  
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Formats and Price Points  
 

The price-point of the brand indicates the premium quality of 
compositions, concentration of the EdPs (typically, in the 18-20% 
range), packaging and the craftsmanship in general. Yet, pricing has 
been defined in a “fair” way, paying a lot of attention not to overprice 
the line. The value-for-money ratio for all MASQUE Milano fragrances is 
a very good one 

Recommended Retail Prices are kept constant across different 
markets. Different fragrances have different price points, following the 
cost of the formula. Finally, due to the fact that the highest contribution 
to the Cost of Goods Sold is coming from the fragrance itself, the cost-
per-ml of smaller and larger formats are aligned, with a slight increase 
in cost in the smaller formats.  

 

 
PoS Materials at its best: hand-made leather trunk. 

 

Fragrances are clustered in three groups, depending on the cost of the 
formula: 

• Group A (the most expensive formulas): L’Attesa, Romanza, 
Mandala; 

• Group B (mid-priced formulas): Tango, Russian Tea, Times 
Square, Hemingway; 

• Group C (more accessible formulas): Terralba, Montecristo, Luci 
ed Ombre. 

By 2022, all fragrances will be available in the iconic 35ml bottle, in a 
new, uber-luxurious 100ml format – available with wooden “jewel-box” 
and without, as a refill – and in a convenient 10ml purse spray. 

 

 
Fragrances 

Group A Group B Group C 

Fo
rm

at
s 

100ml 
RRP 

Cost/ml 

360€ 

3.6€ 

330€ 

3.3€ 

290€ 

2.9€ 

35ml 
RRP 

Cost/ml 

145€ 

4.14€ 

132€ 

3.77€ 

115€ 

3.28€ 

10ml  
(Purse) 

RRP 

Cost/ml 

48€ 

4.8€ 

42€ 

4.2€ 

38€ 

3.8€ 

MASQUE Milano pricing in a nutshell 
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They say about the brand 
 

Some of the fragrances in the brand portfolio received flattering praises 
from many a perfume critics. L’Attesa is regarded by many as the best 
iris fragrance in the market. Also the passionate and truly artistic 
endeavour in the creative process, including the work with different 
noses - rising stars of the artistic perfumery -, giving them briefs without 
any budget limit, the energetic contribution to the renaissance of 
artistic perfumery, are all aspects that made MASQUE Milano Artistic 
Directors Duo popular in the niche perfumery community. 
 

ON L’ATTESA – the best iris fragrance on the market!  

“Despite its beauty, [iris] is nevertheless a frustratingly thin and wispy material, easily 
scared by any loud adjacent smell. […] I am frankly amazed by what Maffei has 
pulled off with L’Attesa. … This is not only an excellent iris (I cannot think of a better 
one available today), full of well-judged small touches that make it work all the way 
through, but overall a composition that has the feel of a big league fragrance 
house. If someone had handed me the smelling strip and told me “Guerlain’s finally 
done an iris!” I would have believed them. […] The big guys had better beware: 
MASQUE is after their business.” (Luca Turin on L’Attesa, www.perfumesilove.com) 

“The best iris fragrance on the market today […] L’Attesa pulls off a remarkable 
balancing act. The iris butter is fleetingly rooty at the top, reminiscent of the iris in Iris 
Silver Mist, but with a buttery, floral aspect that rids the iris of any raw potato alcohol 
facets that many people (myself included) find so challenging in the Serge Lutens. 
[…] All in all, I think L’Attesa is stunning […] refined and easy to wear […] and could 
be signature scent worthy for the avid iris lover.” (Claire Vukcevic, 
www.fragrancedaily.com) 

 “Keeping the integrity of the orris is what gives l’Attesa exceptional endurance and 
development. The perfume’s beauty aligns it with the lineage of graceful iris 
perfume, but its inspiration and coherence makes it the new reference iris.” 
www.scenthurdle.com  

 

ON BRIEFS WITHOUT ANY BUDGET LIMIT. 

“[Romanza] composed by Cristiano Canali, is based on a legendary fragrance 
material, the wild narcissus absolute of Laboratoire Monique Rémy, now owned by 
IFF. It comes from the magnificent Auvergne region of France, is harvested by hand 
and processed on the spot. Narcissus absolute costs a small fortune.”  (Luca Turin on 
Romanza, www.perfumesilove.com) 

 

ON THE QUEST FOR YOUNG AND TALENTED NOSES. 

“To their eternal credit, MASQUE sought out Cecile Zarokian before everyone else 
did, and she produced a remarkable piece of work.”  (Luca Turin on Tango, 
www.perfumesilove.com) 

“Alessandro and Riccardo have already worked with a succulent menu of 
perfumers as they assemble their opera of desire, using these gifted olfactive 
composers to create scenes of fascinating mise-en-scènes. Cécile Zarokian, Meo 
Fuscini, Julien Rasquinet, Cristiano Canali and Delphine Thierry have already laid 
down graceful and complex work for MASQUE Milano and now Luca lays down his 
concealed and graceful iris on a stage in near darkness while we marvel at its 
beauty.”  (Silver Fox on L’Attesa, www.ascentofelegance.com) 

“Rasquinet’s close collaboration with the MASQUE Milano boys and the brief given 
to him regarding his work has produced another bravura entry in the MASQUE 
Milano line. They haven’t really put a foot wrong yet really, each scent in their 
ambitious operatic arc has been unique and gorgeous. The assemblage of 
harmonious performance perfect.”  (Silver Fox on Russian Tea, 
www.ascentofelegance.com) 

 

ON THE RENAISSANCE OF (ITALIAN) ARTISTIC PERFUMERY. 

“MASQUE is […] delivering pieces of outstanding perfumery as opposed to 
ephemeral fashion items and shallowly consumerist luxury products. […] L'Attesa is 
the proof that perfumery is still alive, completely unrelated from fashion. […] L'Attesa 
is perfumery. One of those fragrances that has all the characteristics to become a 
pillar and jump up there with the monsters of yore of this genre. Outstanding.”  
(Alfarom on L’Attesa, www.neroprofumo.blogspot.it) 

“Cristiano Canali is one of a new school of young Italian perfumers along with Meo 
Fusciuni, Antonio Gardoni and Luca Maffei who are reshaping the dynamics and 
textures of European niche perfumery.”  (Silver Fox on Romanza, 
www.ascentofelegance.com) 

“I will think of 2016 as the Renaissance of Italian Perfumery, making its mark on a 
global scale.”  (Michelyn Camen, www.cafleurebon.com) 

“One not need be a marketing specialist to notice that Italians wear scents 
differently from the French or Germans.”  (Victoria Frolova, "Italian Perfumes That Are 
Wearable Art”, The Financial Times) 

“So much fine niche is coming out of Italy just now. Blood Concept, Hilde Solani, 
Nu_be, Tizania Terenzi, Gabriella Chieffo, Meo Fusciuni, Zeromolecole, Peccato 
Originale and Antonio Gardoni’s extraordinary Bogue: all of these differing, exciting 
houses, playing with science, food, sugar, smoke, memory, sex, family, love, death 
and desire. So much passion and intensity, emotion and spectacle. To this rather 
fabulous collezione of names I must add MASQUE Milano”  (Silver Fox on Russian 
Tea, www.ascentofelegance.com) 



 

 


